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“The power of creating a better future is contained 
in the present moment: You create a good future by creating a good present.”
Eckhart Tolle

A good designer is willing to question all aspect of the built environment.
He or she responds to changes in society, weighs the ecological impact
of certain choices, and examines the contribution of design to the quality 
of living. This is how I try to work.

I start by reducing the environment or product to its essence – so that what 
remains provides a foundation for the most evocative layering of shape, 
texture, color, light and even sound and fragrance. My goal is to engage my 
team or client in this process. I can easily touch four of the five traditionally 
accepted senses. But it is only when I have evoked the most elusive sense – 
that which resonates with the deepest source of our being- that I consider 
my created environment / product a success.

My education and experience in Europe, along with my intimate understanding
of the United States gives me a special understanding of the nuance of culture 
in the context of design.
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PRODUCT DESIGN
lignet roset | cor | wmf | interlubke |  santambrogiomilano  



castle harkotten | sieger design 



sieger design for dornbracht 



sieger design for dornbracht 



sieger design for dornbracht 



peter maly for interlubke | studimo



peter maly for interlubke | studimo



peter maly for cor |  cyrus



jens 1. candle holder 

peter maly for lignet roset



peter maly for tonon | chair variation

peter maly for behr international | menos



peter maly for cor | concun peter maly for kroncke | liniear 



peter maly for cor | transit

peter maly for lignet roset | parallel



peter maly for kroncke | liniear

peter maly for cor | transit



carlo santambrogiomilano | glass unit for ddc

sketch by jens



jens | concept bed 



PHOTO ART DIRECTION, CURATING
ddc | luminaire | vitra | b&b italia|  diffa



ddc | minotti cucine 2017



ddc | icff 2018 heartbeat of design

ddc | imperfecto |maarten bass



photo art direction editorial ddc/minotti 



photo art direction editorial ddc/minotti 



jens for peter marino | icff 2018



photo art direction editorial ddc/paola lenti



art direction vitra | new york 



b&b italia showroom 2006 | new york city



luminaire | chicago necon 2000

ddc designpost | zanotta madison avenue 



ddc & new york times 2010 | diffa



DEVELOPMENT  
eva muller | kymo  carpet  



tarmac by eva muller | rugs



b&b italia showroom 2006 | new york city



tarmac by eva muller | rugs



PUBLICATION & RECOGNITION
metropolis | wallpaper | chicago social | interior design  magazine | design report  









ADJUNCT PROFESSOR, FASHION INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
furniture design | product design



REVISION AND PRESENTATIONS

- WEEKLY TASK
Every week 2 the students will present a designer or a manifacture 
company. Presentation Pecha Kucha format: 20 images, each for 20 second.

1. FEBRUARY 27th
FIRST PRESENTATION
- 20 concept pictures
- 18 details pictures
- selections of category and family of products

2. MARCH 27th
SECOND PRESENTATION
- research of existing collection and focus on details
- concept sketches
- technical drawings and ergonomic study
- target group and materila study
- select 5 concept pictures and 9 details related to the project

3. APRIL 17th
FINAL PRESENTATION
- name of the collection
- 3 concept pictures, 3 detail pictures related to the collection
- existing collection research
- preliminary design sketches
- technical drawings of the collection
- technical drawing of the detail 1:1
- rendering single product and rendering of collection (styling)
- scale model
- 1:1 scale model of the detail

GROUP PROJECT:
2/3 STUDENTS

PROJECT BRIEF:
After a deep research about exhisting products and designers, 
focusing on details, each group has to select a category and a 
family of products that will define a new collection.
Find the key that relate your family of products and develop 
a presentation for a manifacture company.

1. CATEGORY
 a. HOME 
 b. OFFICE
 c. HOSPITALITY 
 d. OUTDOOR

2. FAMILY
 OFFICE > BOOKSHELF|DESK|SHELF|DIVISION SCREEN
 DINING > TABLE|CHAIR|STOOL|BENCH|SIDEBOARD
 LIVING > SOFA|ARMCHAIR/LOUNGE|OTTOMAN|
  COCKTAIL/SIDE TABLE|SIDEBOARD 
 BEDROOM > BED|BEDSIDE TABLE|BENCH|CHEST OF DRAWER|
  MIRROR|MAKE UP TABLE

BRUNO MUNARI
DESIGN ANALYSIS 

  PROBLEM    design a furniture collection

 
  PROBOLEM DEFINITION  collection of 3 products defined by details 

  PROBLEM COMPONENTS  which products I have to design? what are the elements 
       that define my collection? which is the category?

  DATA COLLECTION  Which designer already developed a collection? 
       which collections are related to my project

  DATA ANALYSIS   How he did it? What can i learn from this designer

  CREATIVITY   how i put together all the elements of my project?

  MATERILAS & TECHNOLOGY which materials? which technology?

  EXPERIMENTATION  concept developmnet

  PROTOTYPING   maquette development

  VERIFICATION   verify that the collections works

  TECHNICAL DRAWING  shop drawings and detail drawings

  SOLUTION    final presentation

GUIDE LINE

“The design method is nothing more than a series 
of operations necessary, arranged in a logical order 
dictated by experience. Its purpose is to achieve 
maximum results with minimum effort. “ 
Bruno Munari

 
P PROBLEM DEFINITION 
“The problem itself will contain all the elements that make the 
solution possible” B.M. starts from problem definition to which 
you want to find a solution or , to be less frightening, from the 
identification of needs to be met which makes it essential to act 
on the project. 
No matter what the goal is, the first step is to understand it 
thoroughly and to delineate its boundaries.

PC PROBOLEM COMPONENTS   
once identified the probelm must then be “broken up” into micro-
problems, or the essential elements of which it is made up, so that 
the analysis can be more easily manageable. Eventually one will be 
able to reconstruct the overall picture, by selecting the micro-
solutions that are more consistent and functional for the 
project: not the best ever, but the ones that better integrate with 
others in the context to which they belong because “the general 
solution is in the creative coordination of sub-problem solutions” 
B.M.

DC+DA DATA COLLECTION+DATA ANALISYSIS 
These steps are those that provide for the collection and analysis 
of data for each subproblem identified. 
investigation hihlight:
- designer study  
- existing collection
the market scenario in which it is called to act the collection 
perception of its creators as its consumers. It is at this point, 
having the results of the accurate analysis of each element, that 
the step of “problem definition” could be considered complete 
adapting the boundaries and the objectives 
in relation to what is observed.
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concept / mood 
Kasa Meinu is Studio 7’s debut 
collection.  The title is a play of 
words, roughly translating to the 
bulk and the thin in Kanji.  With 
the intention to design an omakase 
menu for your home.  Using the 
foundation of Japanese design, the 
major lines in our collection are 
simple and graphic with a strong 
level of detail.  
The studio’s sculptural catalogue 
embraces traditional craftsmanship. 

This is our discussion on the 
balance of volume between heavy and 
light design.  

about studio 7

Studio 7 is a New York based design studio specializing in 
interior design, furniture + product design and art direction.  
We explore the relationship between lighting, furniture and 
objects in our considered environment with a deep respect for 
everything that is authentic.

Studio 7 is a conscious and ethical design brand with a strong 
design philosophy and craftsmanship.  
We believe every project has a unique potential embedded in its 
particular context.  
Within the details, we find the parameters for great 
design - creating an ever changing narrative for our clients. 
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notes: style#   KMS01-01L    &  KMS01-02R

dimensions   40”w x 40”d x 36”h  & 60”w x 40”d x 36”h

seat dimension  39”w x 39”d x 16”h  & 59”w x 39”d x 16”h

arm height  24”h    & 24”h

frame height  24”h    & 24”h

materials  cast iron and upholstery - see chart - specify open or closed - left or right arm

material options: 

choose between 25 stocked fabrics:

5 linen, 5 cotton, 5 mohair, 5 hide, 5 suede

COM and COL welcome

top view side view

DESCRIPTION

Feminine meets masculine in perfect harmony! The sassy tapered stiletto leg 
juxtaposed to the crude metal framework gives the KM Sofa a very distinct look 
that is bold, yet airy and light. It is a product of great elegance that goes well 
beyond the current times and fashions. The KM sofa is part of a system that can 
be used to create new compositions - two or three seat sofas, sofas with a chaise 
longue addition and a corner sofa.

KM SECTIONAL Nº 01
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style#   KMT01-M or KM02-T

dimensions   19”w x 19”d x 24” or 36”h

material  available in - iroko wood, brass, cast iron

top view mini side view tall side view

notes: made in solid pieces of Iroko wood, 

that has been treated by Japanese technics 

by burning, brushing and waxing. 

GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified®

DESCRIPTIONKM TABLE Nº 01 & 02
The KM side table is offered at sofa and 
bar height.  We designed with the image 
of a tapered line in mind.  
The repetition of the shape around a slim 
circular top brings a uniform symphony to 
the piece.  This is delicately carved as 
a solid, piece in all finishes.



JENS.
jens ahlemeyer 

+1 212 410 0636
jensahlemeyer@gmail.com

new york city 


